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Abstract

We present a general approach to flexible plan
adaptation based on a deductive framework that
enables a planner to correctly adapt complex
plans containing control structures like condition-
als and loops.

Introduction
Work on plan reuse and adaptation is motivated by
expected gains in flexibility and efficiency when plan-
ners are provided with the ability to reuse and adapt
plans. The need to adapt existing plans occurs when
execution fails, where a plan has to be revised in the
light of new information, and when a plan specifica-
tion is changed, i.e., a plan has to be adapted to new
requirements.

While plan reuse and adaptation have been studied
in extensions to STRIPs-based planners, such as PRIAR
(Kambhanlpati ~ Hendler 1992) and SPA (Hanks 
Weld 1992), no approaches have tackled the problem in
tile context of deductive planning (Green 1969; Manna

Waldinger 1987).
The deductive planning approach to adaptation

leads to adapted plans which are provably correct. Fur-
thermore, since plan adaptation is done deductively, a
semantic comparison of planning problems is possible
instead of a syntactic match. A general formalism with
clearly defined semantics is obtained and the formal
view facilitates the investigation of theoretical proper-
ties (Nebel & Koehler 1995). While current approaches
are limited to the adaptation of sequential plans con-
taining no control structures, this approach enables a
system to automatically adapt sequential, conditional,
and iterative plans.

Formalization of Plan Adaptation

In deductive planning systems, planning problems are
given as formal plan specifications, i.e., formulae in

*This paper is an extended version of the paper Correct
Modification of Complex Plans that was awarded the Digital
Equipment Prize 1994 at the llth European Conference on
Artificial Intelligence.

the underlying logic. Plan generation is done by a
constructive proof of a specification formula Specold
leading to a plan Planold that meets the specification.
A plan Planotd meets another specification Specnew if
Specold implies Spe%~w under a domain axiomatiza-
tion Ax, i.e., each solution for Specold is a solution for
SpeCnew :

Am ~ Specold --+ Specnew

If this relationship holds, then Spe%~ is a logical
consequence of Specold and thus, solving SpeCold is suf-
ficient for solving Spe%~. An instance of the reused
plan Planold will therefore also solve the current plan-
ning problem. The domain axiomatization Ax com-
prises the set of operators available to the planner and
a set of arbitrary domain constraints.

A deductive proof attempt is suitable to show ~his
relationship between the two plan specifications. In
general, plan specifications comprise a description of
the preconditions, pre, which hold in the initial state
and a description of the goals, goal, the plan has to
achieve. Therefore, we show Ax ~ SpeCold -+ Specnew
by attempting to prove that

Ax ~ prenew -+ preotd and Ax ~ goalold --+ goalnew

hold. If both subproofs succeed we know that first,
the current preconditions pre,~u, are sufficient for the
preconditions preotd the reused plan Planom requires
and that secondly, the goals goalota achieved by Planold
are sufficient for the currently required goals 9oal,~ew.
This means the reused plan is applicable in the current
initial state and it achieves at least all of the currently
required goals.

The proof attempt enables a planner to compare
planning problems deductively in order to find out
whether the reuse candidate is "sufficiently similar"
to the current planning problem, e.g., whether the
reused plan achieves most of the current goals. The
comparison requires us to perform unification opera-
tions during the proof, i.e., we apply substitutions such
that variables from Specold are instantiated with terms
from Specnew. Furthermore, different variables must
be mapped to different terms, i.e., the substitutions
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must be injective. Injectivity may not always be re-
quired but it is a save condition ensuring that a proper
instauce of the reuse candidate is computed during the
proof.

Based oll this formal framework, plan adaptation
proceeds ill two phases:

1. Plan Interpretation: The relation between the
preconditions (precondition proof) and goals (goal
proof) is proved. During the proof, knowledge about
regularities of the application domain can be applied
that is represented in the domain axiomatization. If
tile proof succeeds, an instance of Planold is comput-
ed meeting Spec,,~,~, otherwise refitting information
is extracted from the failed proof.

2. Plan Refitting: Plan refitting tries to adapt the
reuse candidate in accordance with the result of the
interpretation phase, i.e., it constructs a plan skele-
ton that the planner can exploit in generating a so-
lution. The plan skeleton is extended to a correct
plan by verifying reused subplans and by generating
new subplans for open subgoals. Thus, plan refitting
constrains the current planning process by providing
tile planner with reusable "pieces of information" in
the form of action instances and control structures.

Deductive Plan Adaptation in MRL
The formal framework presented in the previous sec-
tion provides the basis for the reuse component MRL
(Koehler 1994b; 1994a) that has been developed as 
integrated part of the deductive planner PHI (Biundo,
Dengler, & Koehler 1992; Bauer et al. 1993). The
underlying planning formalism is the modal temporal
logic LLP that possesses an interval-based semantics
(Biundo, Dengler, & Koehler 1992).

LLP provides the modal operators o (next), 
(sometimes), [] (always) and the binary modal oper-
ator ; (chop) which expresses tile sequential composi-
tion of formulae. The only "fluents" available in LLP
are local wlriables, i.e., changes of states are reflected
in changed values of these variables. Plans are rep-
resented by a certain class of LLP formulae. They
may contain basic actions which are expressed by the
execute predicate ex and control structures like condi-
tionals (if-then-else) and iteration (while).

Plan generation is done deductively by performing
constructive proofs of plan specifications in a sequent
calculus which was developed for LLP. Plan specifica-
tions are LLP formulae of the form

Plan A precondition --~ (~ goal

i.e., if the Plan is carried out in a state where the
precondition holds then a state will be achieved some-
tilnes in the future which satisfies the goal. During the
proof, the planvariable Plan is replaced by a plan for-
mula meeting the specification. The proofs are guided
by tactics which can be described in a tactic language
(Dengler 1994) provided by the system, an idea which

was borrowed from the field of tactical theorem proving
(Constable 1986; Paulson 1990).

The application domain of PHI is the UNIX mail do-
main where objects like messages and mailboxes are
manipulated by actions like read, delete, and save. The
atomic actions available to the planner are the elemen-
tary commands of the UNIX mail system. For example,
the axiomatization of the save-command reads

open_flag(m) = T A delete_flag(msg(x, m)) 
ex(save(x, f, m))

-+ o [file(msg(x, m)) 
save_flag(rest(< m)) 

The state of a mailbox may change from state to
state, i.e., mailboxes are represented as local variables.
As a precondition, the save-command requires that the
mailbox m is open, i.e., its open_flag yields the value
true (T) and thai, the message x has not yet been delet-
ed, i.e., its delete_flag yields the value false (F). As
an effect, the message x from the mailbox m is saved
in a file f and its save_flag is set to the value true in
the next state.

In the following, we discuss an example in which
an iterative plan is adapted. Assume that the current
planning problem SpeC,~em is specified as

Plan A open_flag(rob) = T 
Y mail [sender(msg(mail, mb)) = 

-+ delete_flag(msg(mail, rob)) 
--+ <~Vmail [sender(msg(rnail, rnb)) = (1)

--+ read_flag(msg(mail, rob)) = 
save_flag (rnsg(mail, rob)) = 
delete_flag(rest(mail, rob)) 

The specification describes the goal "Read, save and
delete all messages from sender Joe" under the precon-
dition that the mailbox mb is open and no mail from
Joe has yet been deleted. Assume that furthermore,
the search in the plan library as described in (Koehler
1994a) has retrieved the reuse candidate Specotd

Plan A open_flag(m) = T 
vx [sende,-(msg(x, m)) =

--+ delete_flag(msg(x, m) ) 
-+ (~[screen_display = select_msgs(s, m) (2)

<> v x [se de4msg(x, m)) 
-+ read_flag(rest(x, m) ) = 

file(rest(x, m)) = f]]
which achieves a subset of the current goals under

the same preconditions by executing the plan Planold

ex(from(s, m)) 
n:=l;
while n < length(m) do

if sender(rest(n, m) ) 
then ex(type(n, m) ) ; ex(save(n, 
else ex(empty_action) 

n:=n+l
od
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In tile example, an iterative plan has to be adapted,
in which a case analysis occurs. The plan specifica-
tions contain universally quantified conjunctive goals,
disjunctive 1, and negated atomic preconditions and
goals as well as the specification of temporary sub-
goal states with the help of nested sometimes opera-
tors. Temporary subgoals have to be achieved some-
times during plan execution. They are not required to
hold in the final state that is reached after the plan has
been executed.

Plan Interpretation

Tile plan interpretation phase performs the proofs
Ax ~ prenew -+ preold and Ax ~ goalold ~ goal,~e~.
It assumes that preold represents the weakest precon-
ditions and that goalold represents the strongest goals
of the reused plan. This has to be guaranteed by the
update process, which inserts plans together with their
plan specifications into the library. The update pro-
cess analyzes the generation process of a plan, which is
available in form of a proof tree, in order to eliminate
superfluous preconditions from the plan specification
formula. It also completes the goal specification with
those subgoals that are achieved as side-effects when
tile plan is executed. Ifpreold and goalold do not repre-
sent the weakest preconditions and strongest goals, re-
spectively, it can happen that plan interpretation fails
although the plan meets the current plan specification.
In the worst case, this will lead to needless adaptation
effort, but it does not affect soundness of the adapta-
tion procedure.

The relation between preconditions and goals could
also be checked by syntactically comparing the state
descriptions. If we restrict states to be sets of atomic
goals or preconditions, then testing for subset inclusion
is sufficient. Performing a proof of the formulae can
be viewed as a semantic comparison. During a proof,
knowledge concerning regularities in the planning do-
main is applied that can be extracted, e.g., from the
action axiom schemata available to the planner as part
of the domain axiomatization. For example, from the
axiomatization of the save-command we can derive the
rules

save_flag(msg(x, m)) = 
-+ file(msg(x, rn)) (3)

file(msg(x, m)) = 
save_flag(msg(x, m)) (4)

reflecting the relationship between the atomic effects
of this command, i.e., whenever the save_flag of a mes-
sage has been set to T then there must be a file in
which this message has been saved and vice versa.

l Observe that A -+ B is equivalent to ~AVB,i.e., agoal
containing an implication can be considered as a disjunctive
goal.

The validity of the relation between the precondi-
tion~ pT’e,,~ and p~’eold is obvious. The proof of the
relation between the goals requires the following se-
quent in the LLP sequent calculus to be proved:

(}[screen_display = select_msgs(s, m) 
(} V x [ sender(m.sg(x, m) ) 

--+ read_flag(msg(x, m)) = 
file(msg(x, m)) = f]]

Ymail [ sender(msg(mail, rob)) = 
read_fIag(rnsg(mail, rob)) = 
save_flag(msg(mail, rnb) ) = 
delete_flag(msg(rnail, rob)) 

A special-purpose proof tactic guides the proof at-
tempt in the LLP sequent calculus. The use of tac-
tics supports the declarative representation of control
knowledge. The search space considered during the
proof can be kept to a manageable size and only those
deduction steps which appear to be the most promising
are performed, i.e., we give up completeness in order
to achieve tractability. Figure 1 sketches a part of the
tactic goal_tac that is used in the example.

goal_tac(goal_seq, Axioms):-
apply_rule_strict(left_sometimes, goal_seq, s eq l ) 
iterate_rule(left_and, seq l , seq2) 
or_else(caU_tac(close_leaves, seq2,Axioms),

call_tac (goal_tac, seq2, Axioms)).

close_leaves(seq2,Axioms):-
apply_rule_strict(right~ometimes, seq2, seq3),
call_ta c (derive_axiorns, seq3, A xioms).

Figure 1: Sketch of the goal-proof Tactic

The tactic specifies a well-defined ordering of de-
duction rule applications. It is composed of tacticals
(Dengler 1994) like iterate_rule, apply_rule_strict, and
caIl_tae. Each tactical specifies a specific mode of rule
or tactic applications. The tactical apply_rule_strict
applies the rule specified in its first argument to a se-
quent specified in its second argument and returns as
a result the sequent specified in its third argument.
The tactical iterate_rule repeats a rule application as
long as possible, while the tactical call_tac calls anoth-
er tactic. The following sequent rules are applied by
the tactic goal_tac:

F,A, B ~ A
. left_and (IA)

F, AAB~A

F~A,A F~B,A
. right_and (rA)

F~AAB, A

F*,A~A~
¯ left_sometimes (l(})

F,(}A ~ 
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F" a~ {nBIOB E E} and A* d2 {OB]OB e A}.

F~A,A
* F ~ (}A,A righ&sometimes (r<})

Tile proof tactic is designed in such a way that it
ahvays terminates. In addition, it is considered as a
decision procedure: if tile tactic does not construct a
proof tree, it is assumed that no proof is possible and
that a falsifying valuation for some of the leaves in the
deduction tree has been obtained.

Tile tactic proceeds recursively over the some-
times operators ill both goal specifications in order
to compare every temporary subgoal state specified in
goalotd with each of the temporary subgoal states from
goalnew .

In tile example, tile tactic is called with Sequent 5 as
input argument. In a first step, it has to apply rule l~
and rule IA to Sequent 5 which lead to Sequent 6:

screen_display = select_msgs(s,m) 

Ovx [sender(rnsg(x, rn)) 
-+ read_flag(msg(x, rn)) = 

file(rnsg(x, m)) 

(} Y ,nail [ sender(rosy(mail, rnb)) 
+ read_flag(rosa(mail, rob)) = 

save_flag(rnsg(rnail, rnb) ) = 
delete_flag(rnsg(mail, rnb)) 

(6)

With the framed formula, the first temporary sub-
goal from 9oalold has been isolated. In the example,
the specification of goaln~ contains only one final goal
state, but no temporary subgoals. The goal tactic calls
now the tactic close_leaves that tries to prove a sub-
goal from goal,,~w in using the isolated subgoal from
goalotd. Obviously, this is impossible, since the atom-
ic subgoal screen_display = select_msgs(s,m) does not
occur in goalotd and thus, the tactic terminates with a
failure. As close_leaves failed, the goal tactic is recur-
sively called with Sequent 6 as input argument. Ap-
plying the rule l(} to Sequent 6 leads to Sequent 7.
Note that rule /A cannot be applied and thus leaves
the sequent unchanged.

Y x [sender(rnsg(x, rn)) 
--+ read_flag(rnsg(x, rn)) = 

file(rnsg(x, rn)) 
=:>

g mail [sender(rnsg(rnail, rnb)) = 
read_flag(rosa(mail, rnb) ) = 
save_flag(rnsg(,nail, rnb) ) = 
deter e_flag (rnsg (mail, mb) ) = 

Now, the tactic close_leaves applies the rule r© lead-
ing to Sequent 8:

V x [sender(m.sg(x, m) ) 
--+ read_flag(rnsg(:c, m)) = 

file(msg(x, m)) = 

gmail [ sender(rnsg(mail, mb)) Joe (8)

---> read_flag (msg (mail, rob)) = 
save_ flag(rnsg(maiI, rob)) = 
delete_flag(msg(rnail, rnb) ) 

The tactic derive_axioms calls a specialized tactic
dealing with universally quantified goals. This tac-
tic aims at isolating and comparing each of the atom-
ic subgoals occurring in goalotd and goaln~w. Conse-
quently, the atomic subformulae must be separated by
further sequent rule applications. The tactic applies
the rules r V, 1 g followed by the rules r --+ and l --+ as
shown below.

r, A[c/x] ~ A
¯ 1V

F, YxA ~ A

r ~ A, A[a/x]
¯ rV

r => A, VxA

F~A,A F,B ~ A
¯ l-+

F,A-+B~A

F,A~ B,A
r-+

F ~ A-+ B,A

universal_goaI_tac(subgoal, Axioms):-
apply_rule_strict(rV, subgoal, seql),
apply_rule_strict (~V , seq l , seq2)
apply_rule_strict(r --+ ,seq2,seq3)
apply_rule~trict(l --% seq3,seq4)
iterate_rule~ A , seq4, seqh) 
iterate_rule(r A, seqh, outseq) 
call_tac(fin&axioms, outseq, Axioms).

Figure 2: Sketch of the universal-goal Tactic

The tactic as shown in Figure 2 computes the Se-
quents (A1) to (A3). They lead to axioms under 
substitution {rnnail/x, mb/rn, Joe~s}, i.e., the left and
right-hand side of the sequents contain a common iden-
tical formula. In order to obtain an axiom from (A3),
the knowledge represented in rule 4 is additionally ap-
plied.

(al) sender(m,g(mail,,~b)) 
sender(msg(x, m) ) 

(h2) read_flag(mnsg(x, rn) ) 
read_flag(rnsg(rnail, rob)) 

(A3) file(msg(x, ran)) 
save_flag(msg(mail, rob)) 

Observe that there is no axiom containing the cur-
rent atomic subgoal deIete_flag(msg(mail, rob)) 
Therefore, the tactic failed in proving that
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Ax ~ goalold --+ goal,sew

holds. Tile plan does not achieve all of the required
goals and thus plan refitting must begin.

Plan Refitting

Plan refitting starts with an analysis of the plan inter-
pretation phase. The proof of the relation between the
old and current preconditions Ax ~ pren~ --+ preold
has been successfully completed, i.e., the reuse candi-
date is applicable in the current initial state. In order
to analyze the goal proof, the set of axioms computed
by plan interpretation is analyzed under the following
assumptions:

¯ All atomic subgoal from goalotd not contained with-
in any axiom indicates that the reuse candidate may
contain superfluous actions. The subgoal was not
necessary to derive axioms, i.e., plan refitting con-
cludes that this subgoal is not required in the cur-
rent goal specification goalnew. Therefore, actions
achieving this old subgoal are removed from the can-
didate plan. In the example, this holds for the sub-
goal screen_display = select_msgs(s,m). The ac-
tion ex(from(s, m)) can be removed from the plan.

¯ An atomic subgoal from goalotd that is contained
in an axiom indicates reusable actions. All ac-
tions achieving these subgoals are preserved be-
cause they achieve subgoals required in the cur-
rent goal specification. In the example, this holds
for the subgoals read_flag(msg(x,m)) and
file(msg(x,m)) = Therefore, the acti ons
ex(type(n, m)) and ex(save(n, m)) are preserved in
the plan skeleton.

¯ An atomic subgoal from goalnew not contained with-
in ally axiom indicates an open current subgoal that
is not achieved by tile reuse candidate. Plan refitting
marks a failure of plan interpretation and starts with
constructing a plan skeleton. In the example, this
holds for tlle subgoal delete_flag(msg(mail, mb)) 
T for which planning has to proceed from scratch.

Note that we have no information obtained from the
failed proof attempt that is sufficient for constructing
the "right" plan skeleton, i.e., a plan skeleton that can
be extended to a correct plan. Therefore, plan refit-
ting and plan generation cannot be separated and plan
generation becomes involved ill the process of plan-
skeleton construction.

Plan refitting also relies on ilfformation from the
plan library that is stored together with the reuse can-
didate: an analysis of the plan generation process that
has led to the reused plan reveals which action fi’om
Planold achieves which atomic subgoal ill goalotd. In
the example, the following relations between actions
and atomic goals are stored in the plan library:

¯ ex(type(n, m)) achieves read_fIag(msg(x, m)) 

¯ ex(save(n, m)) achieves file(msg(x, m)) 

¯ e (f oo (s, m)) achieves
screen_display = seleet_msgs(s, m)

The superfluous action ex(from(s,m)) is re-
moved from the skeleton, while ex(type(n, m)) and
ex(save(n,m)) are preserved after proper instantia-
tion with the substitution computed during the proof
attempt. Furthermore, a plan for the missing sub-
goal delete_flag(msg(mail, rob)) has to be gen-
erated and inserted into the plan skeleton. In order
to determine the position in the skeleton where this
plan has to be added, the current goal specification
9oal,~o is analyzed with the help of the underlying
planning system. Finally, control structures must be
verified and often adapted during the refitting pro-
cess. A special-purpose tactic for second-principles
planning implements verification and generation as de-
ductive processes. In the example, the tactic identifies
the universally quantified goal and calls the tactic for
the generation of an iteragive plan by introducing a
while-construct which coincides with the iterative con-
trol structure in the skeleton. The proof that has led
to this while-construct is replayed. During the replay
process the tactic has to construct the conditional plan
occurring in the body of the iteration by introducing
a case analysis. This process requires us to address
the conjunctive goal containing the three atomic sub-
goals. After ordering the subgoals with the help of a
tactic dealing with conjunctive goals, a plan for each
of the subgoals is generated. This leads to a reuse
of the subplan ex(type(n, mb));ez(save(n, from
the skeleton, while the action ex(delete(n, rob)) has to
be generated from scratch. This action is inserted be-
tween the two reusable atomic actions. As a result, the
following plan is obtained:

n:=l;
while n < length(rob) do

if sender(msg(n, rob)) = 
th n e (type(n,- b) ;

e (sa.oe(n, rob)) 
e (delete(n, 

else ex(empty_aetion) 
n := n + 1 od

This plan is a correct solution for Spe%~.

Reuse of Control Structures

The reuse and adaptation of plans with control struc-
tures leads to qualitatively new problems that do not
occur in approaches restricting themselves to sequen-
tial plans. The adaptation of sequential plans com-
prises operations like the instantiation, deletion, addi-
tion or reordering of atomic actions. The adaptation
of complex plans raises the question of whether these
operations can be extended to control structures. Two
main decisions have to be made:

1. Are control structures reused?
verslls
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Are only those sequential subplans reused that occur
in the scope of control structures?

2. Are control structures introduced by the refitting
strategy if this is required by the adaptation pro-
cess?
VCFS~tS

Are control structures introduced only if the current
planning problem requires a plan containing control
structures?

The treatment of control structures in a plan reuse
system requires to make these decisions carefully and
to take into consideration specific requirements from
the application domain. Tile MRL system provides the
reuse component of the PHI planner which is working
in a help-system application. Here, plans are gener-
ated to provide active help to users of software envi-
ronments (Bauer et al. 1993). This means that plans
are required to meet exactly the user’s goals and to
be as simple as possible. Therefore, control structures
are only reused in a restricted way in the implement-
ed system MKL. They are introduced into the refitted
plan or preserved in the plan skeleton only if the cur-
rent planning problem requires the generation of a plan
containing control structures.

An unrestricted reuse of control structures can lead
to the following problems:

¯ Reused control structures are not guaranteed to cor-
respond to the requirements of the current planning
situation. This can result in over-complicated plans.
For example, a case analysis makes the execution of
a plan more complicated because a test on the con-
ditional has to be performed during execution time.
Thus, a case analysis should only be introduced into
a plan skeleton when the current planning problem
requires us to generate a conditional plan.

¯ Plans can achieve unintended side-effects. Plan re-
fitting makes some attempts at optimizing a reused
plan by removing superfluous actions from it, but
it is not able to generate optimal plans because this
is usually harder than generating an arbitrary plan.
Superfluous control structures render the problem
worse. For example, an iterative plan which achieves
a particular goal for all objects satisfying a precon-
dition could in principle be reused to satisfy the goal
for only one of the objects. As an example, the read-
er may think of reusing the plan "delete all my files
in directory x" in order to achieve the goal "delete
file x.ps in directory x". Without any attempts at
optimizing the reused plan by removing the superflu-
ous iterative control structure a drastic and harmful
side effect is achieved.

Restricting the reuse of control structures as in MRL
is one way of coping with these problems. Further re-
search is necessary in order to identify other solutions.

Conclusion
We have presented a deductive approach to plan adap-
tation which yields provably correct plans. Apart from
sequential plans, this approach enables a planner to
adapt plans containing control structures like condi-
tionals and iterations. The theoretical model is in-
dependent of any particular planning formalism and
makes no restrictive assumptions on the nature of
plans.

The approach is the basis for the implemented sys-
ten] MRL. As a main advantage, the system possesses
clearly defined semantics which allows formal proper-
ties of plan adaptation to be proved.

Appendix: Describing the Contribution
A. Reasoning framework:

1. What is the reasoning framework? This approach to
plan adaptation falls within a case-based reasoning
framework, but uses a formal logic-based foundation.

2. What benefits can be gained that motivated using
adaptation? reuse? Reuse and adaptation were mo-
tivated by gains in efficiency and flexibility.

3. What are the specific benefits and limitations of
your approach? The general framework is domain-
independent and independent from a particular
planning formalism. But it requires a formal logi-
cal description of the application domain in order to
exploit properties like soundness and completeness.
The approach can easily be transferred to other ap-
plications.

4. What invariants does it guarantee? Soundness of
plans, i.e., whenever the adaptation process returns
a plan, it is guaranteed that this plan meets the given
plan specification.

5. What are the roles of adaptation, knowledge, and
reuse in your approach ? A planning system is en-
abled to flexibly reuse, abstract, and adapt plans,
which are allowed to contain control structures like
loops and case analyses. Plans are represented as
formulae in a logical language. They are (re)used
to generate plans that meet new plan specifications
containing formal descriptions of initial states and
goal states. Plan generation, abstraction, adapta-
tion, storage, and retrieval are fully automatic pro-
cesses requiring no user interaction. Plans are stored
in a plan library for later reuse, which is automati-
cally acquired by the planner.
The approach exploits clearly defined semantics
of the logical knowledge representation formalism,
which is a basic prerequisite for sound inference pro-
cedures. An adapted plan is thus guaranteed to meet
the given plan specification, i.e., adaptation always
returns a correct plan if it finds one. Reuse benefits
are measured in runtime improvements compared to
the generative planner without reuse.

B. Task:
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1. What is the task? The domain? The task is plan
generation in the general framework of deductive
planning. The approach was tested on two proto-
type domains: a subset of UNIX and a simple blocks
world.

2. What are the inputs? The input is a plan speci-
fication describing a planning proNem and a plan
library that the system has learned during planning.

3. What are the outputs? The output is a correct plan
solving the planning problem and an updated plan
library.

4. What constraints are on the outputs? Due to the
incompleteness of the inference procedures, it may
happen that no plan is returned. In this case, exten-
sions to the adaptation procedure can be added to
the planner.

5. Are there characteristics of the domain that the
method requires, relies on, or exploits in some way?
No, the method is fully domain-independent. The
tactics that are used in the iinplexnented prototype
depend on the syntactical structure of plan speci-
fication formulae, i.e., the logical connectives and
modal operators they contain, not on the applica-
tion domain. In the evaluation, we used exactly the
same tactics for planning tasks in the two different
prototype domains.

C. Evaluation:

1. What hypotheses were explored? The main goal of
the evaluation was to investigate whether plan reuse
is more efficient than planning from scratch.

2. What type of evaluation? We varied the types of
plans, plan adaptation strategies, sizes of plan li-
braries, application domains, and the degree of sire-
ilarity of planning problems during the empirical
evaluation. Complexity-theoretic analyses (Nebel 
Koehler 1995) of plan reuse versus plan generation
complement the elnpirical studies.

3. What comparisons were made with other methods?
The overall performance of MRL was compared to
PRIAR and SPA. The comparison demonstrated that
deductive planning and reuse can compete very well
with STRIPs-based plaimers. But since the three sys-
terns run on different platforms and are implemented
in different programming lauguages, a direct runtime
comparison is not very useful.

4. How does the evaluation validate or illuminate your
theory of adaptation of knowledge for reuse? The re-
sults revealed various influence factors making reuse
and adaptation more or less efficient than generation
froln scratch (Koehler 1994b). The system showed 
predictable behavior corresponding to the theoreti-
cal expectations.

5. What are the primary contributions of your re-
search ? The primary contribution is a formal frame-
work for planning from second principles involving

complex plans, which addresses all phases of the
reuse process like retrieval, matching, and adapta-
tion.
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